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About This Game

Bestiary of Sigillum is a one-on-one competitive online game that blends the depth of a turn-based strategy with the diversity of
the MOBA genre.

Summon your army of legendary heroes with one-of-a-kind abilities and destroy the opponent’s castle.

GAMEPLAY FEATURES:

TURN-BASED COMBAT
It takes only two players to battle, and the turn-based combat system allows each player to take control of three heroes at
once.
Be the initiator, carry and support of your team.

DIVERSE AND DISTINCT CHARACTERS
There are three classes of heroes – Strength, Agility and Intelligence; and all heroes have their own advantages and
disadvantages.
Try one of the many combinations for your own army.

ONE-OF-A-KIND ABILITIES
Each hero comes with unique skills for hurting foes, moving heroes around or applying effects to enemies and allies.
Combine these skills to achieve the best outcome.

NO RANDOMNESS
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There’s no randomness in Bestiary of Sigillum: the outcome of each battle depends solely on the players’ skill.
Plan ahead, and no bad luck will be there to stop you.

DIVERSE TERRAIN
Many types of terrain will affect most units’ abilities, making them more or less efficient depending on their positioning.
Pay close attention to where your allies and enemies stand.

RANKING SYSTEM
The league-based matchmaking system will test your mastery against the opponents of similar skill.
Prove your worth, and ascend to the top.
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Title: Bestiary of Sigillum
Genre: Strategy
Developer:
Intaglyph
Publisher:
Intaglyph
Release Date: 22 Jan, 2019

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 SP1 or later

Processor: Dual-core 2.0 GHz or better

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 500 MB available space

English,Russian
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Pretty good in terms of mechanics but is quite buggy and unpolished overall it's still a good game.. A puzzle game.... argh a
dungeon crawler.... well... in the end the game turned into a runner for me.
Lets start with the basics a tactics, puzzle game where you have to get to the end of the level, the game gives you stats at the end
based upon the time, kills and gold collected in the levels. Implying to myself that the game wants you to not only kills enemies
but wants you to explore all of it, which is a problem and ill come to that soon. So what is competent about the game, the
graphics looked alright for a top down game with the hand drawn style giving the game a cute paper cut out look which worked
well enough for this game and all the models and textures seem to fit with each other this is good for an indie game and the feel
of the game would not of been added to with any extra in this area would be wasted.

The game has a "massive" offering of 8 levels, of which given the par time offer a whole 20-30mins of play, but with the trial
and error aspects of the game you could get 2 hours of play out of the game, want to try and be a completionist 4-5 hours, but
you're not going want to try and do the all kills part and ill explain that soon. The game rotates around 3 main weapons, first
being the spear ranged weapon you can carry up to 4 at a time, with a nice slow throw, the main sword and hammer with the
only differences here being the hammer interacts with the environments so you can knock columns down. Opening great puzzle
ideas? yeah probably but nothing worthwhile I found with most just being used in parts you that are just making bridges.
Enemies on offer to you are close melee, ranged and surprise enemies which is enough variety to keep it fresh but the simplicity
in the enemies is a mute point as I found the way to deal with all of them is just to keep moving and even better is to not to fight
them. Items you find hidden around are either gold items or health items, there is no more levels of complexity offered through
items, on top of that the game could of been offered some sort of customisation through this. Each time you start the game you
get your sword and that's it you keep nothing from the previous levels their is no progression, no grind just a small few levels of
which you have to learn to the layout of to get through once you know the layouts the game offers very little extra to keep you
interested. There is some..... story? well there is green crystals around that offer some fluff lines and hints about the puzzles but
as most extend to press this level and go back to that door then I think hints are pushing it a little too far.

The game fell down for me as the game turned into a runner this was due to the combat of the game being miserable and less
imaginative then 2 Victorian gentleman slapping each other with gloves. With no dodging or blocking the game turns into I
swing, you swing, let see who dies. This pushes the game dynamics toward move and hit which can be very enjoyable, which
CAN BE, normally this would involve dual analog stick movement so you can control your angle as you swing, but this game as
chosen not to offer dual sticks and only movement you have is that so you have to face where you are swinging and to be
moving that way. The swings take so long to complete from command to hit with too many additional frames offering no sense
of feel to the combat and boiling it down further into a game of guess swinging.
Also look at the par times in the game, this again implies to me that they wanted you to run the game as quickly as possible,
make more sense to me if this was a target time rather than a par time, but it is the par time how are you suppose to find the
hidden areas within this time, even speed running an area I just missed the "par" time.

So the most important dynamic in a runner is controls, keep them nice and tight and keep the frames down and this game
decides like a 3 year old sticking his fingers in a plug socket they think they know best and the movement is not only floaty, it
make jumping onto platforms that you do from time to time just aggravating, when you try to turn and corner quickly you end
up caught on the edge of a wall then are forced to fight you should just restart the level and try again. As you turn seems to take
an extra half a tile or so from command to turn to turning as you slide.

Would I recommend the game?
No, the core concept of the game is just boring and doesn't work well together, I found myself not being offered a worthwhile
challenge, nor did I find myself caring about the world or character. The game seems to be championing a map editor but while
the core gameplay does not work in my opinion that being the battle system then please if you wish to make a game then look
under the game development areas and pick something the is made to make games, not this game as the engine of the game is so
poor.

https:\/\/youtu.be\/x_jW4rmgrS8
(Video only)
Of script.... map editor. Lots of fun, Interesting mechanics and really challenging levels!. Makes me hate vegetables even more.
6\/10. Works flawlessly on Linux.
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Switched to it from WoW. More immersive, better single player content and more dynamic combat.. Interesting Story, but
mechanics are awful.. i enjoyed finding coin caches and mining as well as harvesting for gear and finding and opening relics and
reading the codices too i even enjoyed unlocking the wraith skin
. A period as tragic as it is severely misunderstood. I loved seeing the heart and soul of Iran, even during this tumultuous time,
on full display. 1979 Revolution isn’t afraid to dive deep into the heart of the revolution’s most emotional and horrific aspects.
Despite some inconsequential decision-making and visual roughness, the amount of heart, character, and unflinching honesty in
1979 Revolution’s short two-hour tale is impressive.. For a game about me, I give it a 10\/10 for main character accuracy.
Terrible english translation though, some things are still in Russian. Enemy names and dialogue choices aren't labeled correctly,
or at all. Combat is pretty simple, not very challenging or clear about what's happening.

On a serious note, there's the groundwork for a really nice game here. The dev put some real effort into making something
unique, it's just not quite fleshed out and doesn't feel fully completed yet. I hope they keep making games because there's a lot
of nice ideas here.
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This is da Wae. its hard at first, but when you play more and more you get the hang of it and soon you can make really good
animations! i love making animations and posting them to youtube. I would recommend this to anyone!. DO NOT GET THIS
GAME!

It is just a port from mobile. Get The Sandbox Evolution instead or get the mobile version..
Why can not renew?？？？？？？. To be honest, i did not practised that much yet, but, i think i can tell, this simulator has potential.
Okey, here and there its behavior is quite strange and the landscape is a quite simple textured surface, but hey, its early access -
and i am very happy to be able to try it right now.
The first thing i hat to do is disabling the comfort-options, otherwise it felt absolutely wrong. It is quite challenging to get used
to the controls and spreading your wings .. eh, i mean arms, with the controllers in your hands for a longer time is not that easy
too, but you have to go through that. With eagle flight - which might be my favorite game for now - i leaned to move freely in a
3 dimensional room, but that is "just" a "simple" point and fly, i think this simulator is or will get more realistic. Even if it looks
very stupid for the first time you learn to fly here - move your wings.. arms in a circular pattern, this might come quite close to
what real birds have to do to fly.
Sitting on a chair in the real world might be saver, but it does not feel "free" anymore. Maybe you should do it anyways before
getting used to moving in the third direction.

All in all, very nice. Absolutely worth it :)

=== Review UPDATE 28.Feb 2018 ===
I feel i have to post an update to my review, not because the original is wrong, but because i learned a lot since then. Since there
is an answer already, i'll leave the original untouched above :)
Well, this is more a report about my progress until now.
First of all, do i still recommend this game?
Well, it depends. If you are looking for a fast game that you buy, start and have instant fun, this might be not for you.
But, if you have the endurance to learn flying like a bird does, than, definite yes, get it!
The love to the detail of how the bird is behaving is incredible and the "flat environment" (yet?) does not hurt that much if you
are up in the air.
In my original review i refereed to eagle flight. In that game i was about 55h in the air before i tried this, so i thought, i got used
to flying - but i was wrong. Sometimes this game was behaving very strange. Maybe its because its still early access? - Nope,
now i know it was my fault. Simply i was not able to fly, or more correct, i can not fly yet. Of cause i tried to use the motion-
controllers the first time, but with these i was able to try about 3 - 5 minutes, then i had to stop because it begins to hurt in my
arms. But in that short time it is absolutely impossible to get into the complex physics of this game. Its not only, how to flap
your wings, there is also wind for example, and at the the mountains this wind can make you a lot of trouble.
Then, there was this valentine challenge with a steam achievement and i want to get it. With the motion controllers it was
impossible for me to be in the air for that long to find them, so i got out my xbox-controller, put in fresh batteries, set the
controls to headset and began to fly. After some time in the air i noticed that the strange behaviors i mentioned are not bugs, i
was just fighting against the physics - very bad. But my flying skills got better over time and i was able to keep me in the air for
a longer time without crashing.
What ... it got night? There are stars! Not focusing on the controls anymore, i was able to get into a quite relaxing mood under
the dark sky at night - forgot about it - and i crashed. Actually i imagine that the wind at night is different than at day - which
might be an indication for correct thermal winds(?). But, ok, again, the night (in the simulator) passed by and it got morning
there. Being a free gliding eagle in the sky watching this wonderful sunrise where the sunlight touches the the mountains -
impressive. Don't know, something happend with me at this point. I forgot the challenge and just enjoyed it. :)
The next real world day, gamepad and focus to solve the challenge. I did not crashed anymore (that much) while flying with
gamepad, looks like i was able to learn it? So, it seems to behave correct? And i solved the challenge! Jipi ;)
The next time, i tried to use my wings again, ehh, i mean the motion-controllers again. I did it like a chick. No, it is impossible
to fly with these. But, it should be possible and for me its even more impossible for me to give up :) So it tried, and tried ... and
again ... and i was successful! At least a bit. Very badly, but yes, it seems to be possible to fly with these wings. I was able to
keep me up for a while at least. Control was a different topic, but i can fly! Next day, i remembered this the whole day, i've
overdone it, it hurts in my arms.
Now i spent about 10h in this game, sessions are limited by my wings... arms, but getting longer from time to time, so it might
be correct, it is an exercise :)
In another review i've read "no story" - that might be correct, but, its still an early access, i'm sure there will be added additional
content later :) For now, lets use our imagination: You are a very very young eagle. Of cause, in this young ages everyone have
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one wish - since you see these adults can fly where they want, they can do what they want. No one is telling them what to do and
what not to do. You want to be an adult, right now! ... Your wish comes true. You are a adult right now. But, still, you have to
learn to fly! You have to get something to eat, you have to improve your flight and nobody is helping you. You are on your own.
There are other eagles far away, you can see, looks like they respect and tolerate you so you don't get into conflict with them.
But, again, you have to learn to fly, no matter what. (the game starts now! :) )

So, my recommendation as a young part-time-bird now: Sit on a chair at first, get a gamepad, use the assistance the game
provides, like comfort-mode, level wings, autopilot and get used to the game-physics. If you think you can manage them, disable
the assistance options, step - by - step ... slowly, take your time. You don't have a clock, you don't have any appointments, you
are not in a hurry. That's all human problems, but as a bird, all these problems and limitations are gone. Just don't think about -
simply enjoy. If you feel ready, you can switch to the motion controllers. Again, take your time, it is a complete different
method of control, seems not designed to be easy, it seems to be designed to be more realistic.

P.S.
this review is about VR (HTC Vive) only. Never tried it in desktop mode (but should be possible :) ). may start to get boring at
first but keep playing its an extremely fun, easy, and satisfying game. Its turn 38 in the Great Northern War and my PBEM
opponent playing Karl XXI, the young king and a genius at war, have been steamrolling his way deep into the polish heartland,
pushing away any opposition with ease. Now however he is starting to feel the sting of my scorched earth tactics as he grinds his
way towards Ukraine. Crappy roads, russian winter and infrastructure will wither his invicible forces down. It isnt glorious but
its the only way I can win this. Loving it! True warfare!. it seems nice game

Roadmap 2019:

Almost a week has passed since the release date, and we're happy to see so much feedback coming from you!

We did not expect the game against AI to be so important to many people. We listen to the community and will work on this
opportunity.

Here is the roadmap for the current year. We hope with your support we will be able to realize all our plans.
__

Intaglyph Team
. Update v.1.04:
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 Architectus. Tower Barrage area reduced. Target: enemy hero on any hex on a straight line from this hero’s location.

 Armus. Charge cooldown increased from 2 to 3.

 Carnifex. Scroll of Judgment area increased. Target: any ally/enemy hero anywhere on the field.

 Ferrarius. Hammer cooldown increased from 2 to 3.

 Malleus. Ditch cooldown increased from 3 to 4.

 Vinctum. Iron Mask cooldown increased from 2 to 3.

 Aqus. Fluidity area increased. Target: any buffed ally/enemy hero anywhere on the field. Cooldown reduced from 2 to
1.

 Cerberus. Vehemence cooldown increased: 2 base, +1 if Cerberus is in a Forest/Mountain hex, +2 in a Water hex.

 Iratus. Frenzy. Changed the number of wounds to use. Target: wounded Iratus. Cooldown increased from 2 to 3.

 Mortum. Changed Vampiric Attack. The hero can heal their own wounds with attacks: if this hero deals 1+ (reduced
from 2+) damage with the attack ability, it will restore 1 health to itself.

 Toxicum. Poisoner’s Kit area increased. Target: all enemy heroes on adjacent hexes.

 Arborus. HP reduced from 3 to 2.

 Arborus. Call of the Woods cooldown increased from 2 to 3.

 Fidea. Retribution area increased, but reduced the number of attack targets. Target: any debuffed enemy hero anywhere
on the field.

 Fidea. Resurrection. Changed the number of wounds to use. Target: Fidea or any ally wounded hero anywhere on the
field.

 Goetium. Spell of Purification area reduced. Target: Goetium and all ally heroes on adjacent hexes.
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 Goetium. Summoning Ritual cooldown increased from 4 to 5.

 Ignifer. Might of Fire area increased. Target: any ally Melee hero anywhere on the field.

 Illesebra. Lifelust area increased. Target: any ally hero anywhere on the field. Cooldown increased from 1-3 to 3.

 Lignum. Limp Hands cooldown increased from 3 to 4.

 Messum. Harvest. Reduced the number of attack targets. Target: any enemy hero that aren’t adjacent to their allies.

. BETA UPDATE [V.0.72-0.75]:
v.0.75
- Iratus. Attack Power changed: 1 base, +1 if there is more than one enemy adjacent to Iratus.

v.0.74
- Architectus. Reconstruction cooldown reduced from 4 to X (5 base, -1 for each ally in a Mountain hex, including Architectus).
- Ignifer. Might of Fire cooldown reduced from 4 to 3.
- Ballistarius. Optical Sight cooldown increased from 3(2) to 4(3).
- Cerberus. Howl cooldown increased from 3 to 4.

v.0.73
- Caballus. Reworked Heavy Hooves. Target: all enemy heroes on adjacent hexes. Cooldown reduced from 3 to 2.
- Caballus. Reworked Lasso. Target: any ally/enemy hero in an adjacent hex.
- Fidea. Take Wing cooldown reduced from 4 to 3.
- Aqus. Might of Water cooldown reduced from 3 to 2.
- Toxicum. Poisoner’s Kit cooldown reduced from 2 to 1.

v.0.72
- Arborus. HP reduced from 4 to 3.
- Goetium. Reworked Lightning. Target: any enemy hero who isn’t adjacent to Goetium or his allies.
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